
  

    

ee panel of four lawyers wkese failures contributed to the spectacular succes of that book. woh oe 

    

    

   

  

      

   
     
   

  

    Sarre 
i is #eP looted in "indicated he wn to paumme further ‘hs Me : tin nL 

: CEmph asisad iselple 
' “ casese." and other natterse!T my "plans" and x note the 1 use of 

ae at J eitects ihe FBI's awareness of ny prior and ignored King eee 

. It is true that Bre Lesar reflected nes Silberman corres endence : 

3 ad Naot responsive." The reference to what was furnished to fomer Congressman, 

: ‘es quite inddequate,’ as Tame. pertain: was lena: The ate, ay “oges also had been: 

of the Warren Commission. His son had’ disclosed that. the: PBI had furnished the faahee 

: iE * Neher he wae 
with. defamatory informations The. son had made some ave ak 

  

le to. the Rees 

  

   

      

    

   

“tHE defamatians - ne ‘ghven ‘to. the President, de secnca — Eg 

‘thous at the. a of page ss with reference to. this a smiemo says ag 

had in mind at the time, not being what had been reported to: mee: an fact: the a     

supposedly examined prior to this reflect a clear "intrusion": into ny life. by the FBI in 

New York. I have apace you with copies of relevant recordse The Far: undertook to try. to 

_ ruin me with my first book my providing under—the~table intommeton to: what wound up as: a 
—OWATY prohram. (thar ~ 

   
hoe another 

“followed, I nn provided records of -we-Similer ¥ effort by a symbolted FEL informant 

in San Francisco. So there ware vie ciaiea into my Life end the memorandum dn this 

regard is abshlutely, that favorite FRI word, false. 

= _ While I am confident that I made a request similar to were “Director Hoover's con~ 

fidential files" searched, I know I did no 4 5 + kmow the "oc" distinction anita not Eee: 

these were or were only "official." In fact I believed his. personal files were personals 

If I am correct in this personal files were not mee: as the 0C were on 3/149 Or Wi bak 

remarned of (hon,



phil ahpees 

It uipikely to me thet Hr, Hoover's cpooords did not include my Pointed end     totally ancurete criticism of his erroneous Warren an assion a testimony or - weed of: the i 

nature of those given to President Jomnsons ns oo : ' 

“That there is intent to mislead here is apparent from the limitation to FEIHQ 

records. Most of the records of the kind in question. are:-never: in HQ and are always in - ae 

    

giaes the field offices, 1 aout ‘hhere is any: PRISA who was not anere of thise oS 

However, the record is axiieoit" in 1 stating that after receiving Mrs flesars letter ; : 4 

the FBI did not check with Ton Boke ‘who had. eis ‘the: disclosure. to the. presss 

  

There is refevence to inemos being ‘Sent to the civil Division and the ‘AUSA, They 

are not here and I recall nb: claim to excuiptehon for thems In the past such memos: have 

been disclosede 7 

The Kineatad are all the relevant. records in this Section, which L read for the first L e 

time yesterday, when my wife also made the attached Ccoples. 

  

The time of the last record referred to is long before any compliance with my PA 

requests. The FBI supposedly has separate copies of what was provided to ine an: isaac 
   

      
   

    

  

   
   

étinpliatind with my PA request. I would ‘like this appeal, which really relates to both: the : | 

King and Kennedy assassination records as well as the PA request, to include. a review: at” 

the records that were provided in still SnoompLste COREA ENA I believe that they as weld 

as the readily identifiable pther: records Like are in. the eoneral FBIHQ releases wild 

make it clear that these records cited above are not accurate and not. honeste I believe a 

any inaccuracy of dishonesty is an important factor in FOIA and PA matters, particularly 

  

those before courts of law. If by the one now in charge, of the FRL's FOLa/B. unit then I 

: sere the matter is even more seriouse Nae | ng sor | 

I have checked my file on the CoA. 75-226. case. 1t is dnokiptete. What records, a do. 

have indicates that the affidavit I refer to above as having been. executed - by: ie. 3 

may have been by SA John Silty, the other SA present at the eons I do —s Pina, his as 

   first affidavit in this file. 14 states that the total of 54 pages provided after ¢ am aps 

addition to the original 22 makes compliance complete: "The FBI files to the ick of my fe . 

knowledge do not include any information requested by Mr. Weisberg other than the informa- . es 

tion made available to him."



sJ. 

   

  

    
   
    

  

   
   
   

  

~ ontan sarlier date in isis. The nuinber? cannot be made ‘eat 

7h checking my own writing (Zost Morten, pege 422) 

pretense that at the contereneet | Stated I aid not want 

    

and included in the compliant: "When we. ‘complained abou 4 

oh FEL had the gall to sey I didn't. abi, for them," 

Perhaps there was not an affidavit by. si Sressons But 

ee information his om records states I did ask for vis + y 

entation that I had not pated for te 

Hilts i Fie railty of recall and the volume of the 
; she an z or co 

my failure 2 sé copy of any Ae tole: Letter from the’ ip et    

      

   

least the records allegedly provided t be | nels ae whee: th 

wines oe ae : ae 

The relevance of any FBI record stating that L did not ask tor what is ineluded : in the 

complaint should be pretty obvious, too. ee



As relevant te Fol intent and further bearing on FBI pnhPuindcs I provide also 

the Serial immediately preceeding the first of those I attach relating to my FOIA 

request that became C.4. 75-2266 (Serial 7146) 7 | 

The mast casual reading of the records relating to my request takes it obvious that 

the letter to Senator J. Bennett Johnson was of ‘novi untruthfulness. ~ 

The general releases of 1977 and 1978 Lente no doubt on the scores 

After the 1974 emending of the Act a constituent asked the Senator about the opening 

up of FBI records relating: to the assassination of President. Kennedy. 

"The documents which have not been made. available at hb National Archives," 

the letter over Director Kelley's signature to the Senator states,"are contained in in= 

vestigatory files compiled for law enfrocement purposes and are theses exempt from 

public disclosure" under FOLIA. 

The untruthfulnesses include the fact that there was no law enforcement purpose in : 

the compilation of these records, as many FBI records + have provded state ropeaioaay, 

and if there had been only those records that fall within the exemptions are "exempt 

from public disclosure," which even then falls short of the actuality, rae ney, could 

be released as a matter of administrative discretion. (Prior to the date of this 

. letter that had been done on occasions) 

The records provided do not contain any comnent by Department counsel on. the staff 

of the DAG, Ms, Susan Hauser, to ei & copy was routed. . 

I believe this kind of official statement by the FBI subsequent to the 1974 amending 

of the Act is a fairly forthright indication of FBI intent not to comply with the Act. ly 

subsequent experience is in accord with this belief, as 1 believe the recordsI attech in 

themselves make clear.



    
   

            

    

  

    

  

There is another record in the same Section that bears on the FBI's faithfulness 

of reference internally, in records that work che: way: upward in. the bureauoreey: anc e) 

in this case reached the Director, Sekt, : : aoe 
Quinn Martin productions, which has a long record of producing film and ‘1 — 

to the FBI's liking (the FBI has what are virtually agents in residence on the ae a 

wanted to do a film for CBS on the assassination of President Kennedy. He asked. what: 

“he received in other projects, official FEL assistance. For reasons Sint toa eee oe 

degise are substantial and actual the FBI declined and ortened assistance in what - 

would amount to further FBI promotionad movies. | 
?t 

One of the reasons advanced for recoumending refusal to help Quinn Martin is tab: 

it tout result in "An avalanche of requests under” FOIA. of the FOIA requests Up. to. 

this point," the 4/18/75 memo states, "such FOIA requests (such as me received from. well 

known FBI antagonist Mark “ane) have been declined on the basis: of * Brivactese "(Emp 

added) . 

  

- The one request from Mark Lane is not typical of FOIA requests. & single. request does oe 

Rot reflect what by this date was a fairly substantial amount of ‘litigation. Much: more 

  

representative - and not mentioned in the record that would reach ‘the Director personally are 

2 ‘were ny suits, particularly the one that is the subject of considerable: space in this | 

same Section of records. 

It involved no considerations. of privacy. Nor did my prior ones. Yet. the Director Was 

told that up to them FOIA TSHUCERS thee been declined on the basis of privacy" ed peneang. 

else. eS | 

That the Parebtike would not want privacy violated is a safe assumptions He was led to 

believe this is the only reason FOIA requests were rejectede a: 

In this and in the record relating to Senator Johnson's inquiry Z poe appealing 

any Withholding. Rather am I addressing what you, the Courts and I are required to accept 

in FOIA cases where the FBI alone knows where and how it has what filed and when all depend 

upon its word and the igtegrity of its word as well as its intépretations. I believe these



1d 

records indicate that the FBI's unconfirmed word cannot be accept and should not be 

accepted in FOIA cases. 

in addition, as I hope by now is pretty obvious, with regard to the rccords relating 

to both assassinations and my CoA. 75-226 in particular, the FBI has engaged in some = 

pretty tricky filing. I have cited records that should have been in this Section and are 

not in it. What the FBI withholds from this Section in tum addresses the integrity 

of the FBI's representations as well as its prior intent not to be honest, WAiness its 

tefusal to make and keep a record of the conference and then providing what is an 

inherently incredible account of it for internal and again higher-level consumption and 

as it happened, nistirection, ponds to long, costly and continuing litigation — and this 

in the oldest of FOIA case, the one over which the investigatory files examples was 

amended. Why else would my counsel's letter and the FBI's rejection of it not be in the 

file where it belongs? Only as part of an FBI advance and continuing effort to hide what 

it was up to. 
. 

When these are the actualities, as they are, and when such great periods of time pass 

and you do not act on the numerous and detailed appeals, usually accompanied by explana~ 

tions £ believe should be helpful to you, what else I can do to make the system work is 

quite seriously limited. 
fhox when | obtern 

By now the record is also pretty clear ome feequentizusixes records that had been 
the / 

Withheld @establish that still others remain withheld. 

Above where i yefer to what I actually told SA Bresson about my old FOIA requests, 

where I say tlie FBI could have saved itself much time and trouble by knowing I would be 
ifs pert in drt by cite * We tothrCivas 

renewing then;Ythe testimouy of SA Howard in CA. 75-1996 ~theenert—werr—wes that he was 

then enged in the third review of Kennedy assassination records — but had no knowledge 

of my existing request for information from those Nery, Filese You have had a copy of the / the FRU had mgt Plan nef num — bmp lence tut | tlt St Bresson wd hme veer helper | fle FBS. list | provided. tou aiso have my recent appeals based on continuing non=compliancee7— 
  

  

To the degree I can I inform you so that appeal can have some meanings I wish the 

record to now indicated the time, effort and cost required of me is justified. It has 
f 

fe et, teow Nee of 4y v MO oa A»


